
Say: Squirrel knows exactly what day and night are, thanks to you, but what about morning and evening? Can you 
explain them to Squirrel?  Help your child to explain that a whole day is long – in the morning the sun begins to rise, 
in the middle of the day the sun is directly above us in the sky, and later the sun begins to sink. At night we cannot 
see the sun at all. Then explain that to help Squirrel understand better, your child can pretend to be the sun. Have 
them start by crouching down and copying your actions. Say: First the sun slowly rises, it’s morning (stand up slowly). 
In the middle of the day, the sun is high up in the sky – it’s afternoon (stretch your arms up). In the evening, the sun 
starts to go down (sink slowly back to a crouching position). At night we can’t see the sun at all (curl up into a ball). 

The Whole Day Clock: Now say that they can help Squirrel and the other forest animals even more if they make a 
new clock – a whole day clock – that is divided into four parts to show morning, afternoon, evening and night. Show 
your child the prepared clock and which part designates which part of the day – move the arrow to each part of the 
day. When you do this, remind your child of the position of the sun at that time of day. If you have one, read a short 
poem/story you have or sing a song that you know about that part of the day. To help Squirrel understand and 
remember what morning, afternoon, evening and night time are, ask them to place the picture cards of the activities 
from the previous sessions next to each segment (around the outside) of the whole day clock.

Play ‘Continue the Row’: Show your child the 4 symbol cards representing the different parts of the day, and ask 
them which part of the day each one represents. Put the morning card on the table and ask them which card will be 
next, continuing until you have a row of four correctly ordered symbol cards. Mix them up again and repeat, getting 
Squirrel to ‘have a go’ too, with your child helping them and you speaking for them. 

Play ‘What Comes Between?’: Put two symbol cards (e.g. morning and evening) in a row with an empty space 
between them. Ask your child: What part of the day comes between morning and evening? Let them put the correct 
missing symbol card on the table. Repeat for other non-consecutive cards, getting Squirrel to have a go too.

 A Whole Day ‘Clock’ –
diagram of a day divided 
into 4 quarters

 An arrow 

 Morning and Evening 
Symbol cards

 The Day and Night Time 
Symbol cards from YMW15

 The picture cards of day and 
evening/night time activities 
from YMW14 and 15

 Squirrel from YMW15

 Poems, stories or songs 
about morning, afternoon, 
evening and night (optional)

10–15 minutes

THE WHOLE DAY CLOCK

Your child can explain what happens at different times of the day.
Your child understands morning, afternoon, evening and night.
Your child can place symbol cards representing the four times of day in the appropriate sequence.

To develop a sense of time and conceptual skills
To introduce the concept of a ‘cycle’
To develop the ability to classify
To develop the ability to use substitute signs/symbols to represent concepts (morning/afternoon/evening/night)
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Yesterday – Today – Tomorrow: Ask your child what happens when night is over (the morning comes round again 
and a new day starts). Ask if they know a special word that means the day that comes next (tomorrow). Ask your child 
to talk to Squirrel about what they plan to do tomorrow. Then repeat this process for ‘yesterday’. 
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Cut out the Morning and Evening Symbol cards separately. 
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Cut loosely around the clock and cut out the arrow exactly, with little or no white showing. You can use the arrow simply by placing it on the ‘clock’ like a 
clock hand or fastening it with a brass fastener to the centre point of the clock, if you have one, so that it can be moved around the clock easily. 
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